
IRISeal
Secure Digital Seal Solution
Unlock the power of digital trust to ensure data authenticity & integrity.



Key Features of IRISeal

IRISeal is 
cryptographically 
signed, providing 

unparalleled security
against data 

manipulation or 
unauthorised access.

Digitally Signed 
QR Code

Unique biometric 
traits such as face or 

fingerprint can be 
stored in IRISeal that 

enhances the 
authentication 

process to reduce the 
risk of authorised 
access and fraud.

Biometric Matching 
with Mobile App

IRISeal can be 
self-contained. There 

is no need for any 
network connectivity 

to validate the 
information, thus, 

allowing verification 
to work anytime and 

anywhere.

Online or Offline 
Verification

Replace tedious 
and laborious 

manual
processes with 

IRISeal as 
document or

product authenticity 
can be instantly and

remotely verified.

Contactless and 
Instant Verification

IRISeal can be 
seamlessly 
integrated

into existing systems 
and workflows,

making adoption a 
breeze whilst 

creating
a better customer 

experience

Easy Integration

In today's digital landscape, trust and security are paramount. The need to protect sensitive data, maintain 
authenticity, and ensure data integrity has never been more crucial. IRISeal, a cutting-edge secure Visible Digital Seal 
(VDS) solution, brings an added layer of security and trust to the digital landscape. 

At the core of IRISeal's innovation lies its encrypted code technology combined with cryptography and biometrics. The 
state-of-the-art security provides a higher level of security measures to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the 
data, protecting against counterfeiting, data tampering and unauthorised access. This powerful feature acts as a 
Visible Digital Seal, providing an ironclad layer of protection for important documents or products.

Protecting Valuable Data with IRISeal

IRISeal can be stored either on the phone or 
within a mobile app.

IRISeal offers the option to be printed onto 
any documents or product labels.

Why Choose IRISeal?

Robust Security
IRISeal uses advanced encryption techniques that offers highest security to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the data, protecting 
against tampering and unauthorised access.

Protects Data Authenticity and Integrity
With IRISeal, data remains intact and authentic throughout its lifecycle. The digitally signed Visible Digital Seal acts as a secure seal, 
guaranteeing the integrity of the encoded information.

Versatile, Scalable and Future Proof
IRISeal adapts well to business needs and scales effortlessly to accommodate growing demands as business expands, accommodating 
increased volumes of document or product without compromising performance or security.

Enhanced Trust and Confidence
By leveraging IRISeal's secure digital sealing capabilities, businesses foster trust and credibility with their customers and partners with the 
assurance that their documents and products are genuine and untampered. 

Cost-Effective Solution
IRISeal solution is designed to optimise operational efficiency, reduce manual processes and associated costs. By streamlining document 
and product verification with IRISeal, businesses can save valuable time and resources, resulting in long-term cost savings.

How it works?

Enrolment

• Capture data 
• Capture biometrics 

• Verifier app to 
validate IRISeal 
and verify identity

Verification

• Generate IRISeal
• Choose to save 

locally, email, print 
onto document or 
integrate into 
mobile app

Issuance

ID cards, passports, 
visas, border passes, 

civil records

Government Education

Transcripts, 
certificates, academic 

records

Transportation

Road tax, vehicle 
permits, driver’s 

license

Property

Land titles, property 
records

Healthcare

Patient IDs, medical 
reports, doctor’s 

license

Banking & 
Finance

Financial documents, 
loan, hire purchase

Insurance

Insurance records, 
medical cards, 

insurance cards

Legal

Contracts, wills, 
notarial acts

Retail

Products, warranty 
cards

Stamps

Company stamps, tax 
stamps

Unlock the potential of IRISeal that can effectively address the unique challenges and requirements of different 
industries to protect brand, documents or products

IRISeal Key Applications



IRIS Smart
Card Solution

IRIS Driver’s
License & Vehicle

Registration
Solution

IRIS eVisa
Solution

IRIS Voter’s
Card Solution

IRIS
ePassport
Solution

IRIS eID and
Digital IDentity

Solution

IRIS Border
Control
Solution

IRIS Secure
Document
Solution

IRIS
Smart
Kiosks

IRIS
Smart

Devices

Our Secure Solutions
We offer comprehensive, sustainable, highly adaptive, and customisable Trusted Identification software and 
solutions that are built on secure platforms and architecture. Our proven solutions unify security, inventory, 
workflow, and lifecycle requirements while managing enrolment, production, issuance of physical, electronic and 
digital documents such as identity cards, ePassports, driver's licenses, voter cards, travel visas and many more.

Important Note:  The information contained in this brochure is current at time of printing. IRIS Corporation Berhad reserves the right to change the 
information contained in this brochure without prior notice. IRIS Corporation Berhad has used its reasonable endeavors to assure the accuracy and 
reliability of the information contained in this brochure and to the extent permitted by the laws of Malaysia, therefore will not be liable for any 
inaccuracies, omissions or errors in this information nor for any actions taken in reliance on this information.
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Why IRIS ?
We are a globally recognised technology-driven company with dual-certifications as a security printer and 
security supplier. Our experience of more than 25 years has allowed us to pioneer numerous break-through 
identity products and solutions for greater national and trans-border security - inventing the world's first 
ePassport and the world's first multi-application National ID card. Our comprehensive range of trusted 
identification solutions span the globe. From the manufacture of smartcards and secure travel documents to 
the devices and software architecture required for authentication, we continue to integrate disparate 
technologies that are Innovative, Relevant, Intelligent and Secure to bring to life solutions that are sustainable.


